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Chairman's Note
I look back on a successful AGM weekend. Judging by comments, it was
enjoyed by everyone including our speaker, Bob Comley. His talk was
both gripping and fascinating. Unfortunately it would have taken too much
time to show the film of Bill Tilman in action, which I saw on a previous
occasion. We may have him back in the future. I am delighted that we still
have a strong committee following the meeting with key roles filled. We
still need additional social secretaries to provide focal points in the Celtic
region, East coast, South West and France, where we have members.
Many of you will have already planned your summer cruises and may or
may not achieve all, but it is the pleasure and satisfaction in the passage
making that counts. The great freedom afloat is that we are fully in charge
of our craft and have the freedom to change plans depending on the
weather. My aim is to sail to Lapland, but whatever happens, I will enjoy
being on my Nauticat. If I do have strong winds, the one regret I have is that
I couldn’t persuade the builder to change my 351 to ketch rig, which all the
traditional Nauticats have. My old Westerly with mizzen and a bit of genny
coped comfortably with the roughest weather around the UK and across
Biscay to Spain. My old oil painting shows my old Galatea off Dittisham
on the Dart. I wish you all fair winds.
Douglas Addison

___________________________
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Undiscovered Poole
Southern England was hit by some unexpected snowfalls in the 24 hours
preceding our AGM this year.
In spite of some missing faces we had a good turnout. The Sandbanks Hotel
is uniquely situated with double aspect views onto both Poole Bay and the
English Channel. On Friday afternoon it became alive with Kiteboarders;
they emerged suddenly like gorgeous butterflies, flying across the bay with
their colourful sails. It was a mesmerizing sight and a tribute to the British
Bulldog spirit – snow might temporarily hamper us but no amount of
freezing cold water ever can!
Poole old town itself and Quay is just a couple
of miles away but you could be in another
world. It is well worth a walk through the
endless lanes and alleyways of beautifully
preserved 15th century buildings.
Poole Museum’s prize exhibit is a 33 feet long
(Nauticat size!) 5 feet wide, shallow draught
log boat. It was found in 1964 during routine
dredging, and carbon dating proved it is at least 2,000 years old!
Poole harbour is now technically the largest natural harbour in the world, but not necessarily the deepest… it has a perimeter of over 100 miles. The
harbour sports at any time all varieties of
vessels from Tall Ships to fishing boats
which can be seen at close quarters. It is the
headquarters of Sunseeker who employ
2000 local people. Every Thursday,
hundreds of “Bikers” assemble along the
Quay with their “Dream Machine” motor
bikes.
Beautiful Brownsea Island with its red squirrels and made famous by Baden
Powell with the first Scout camp taking place in 1907 is a short sail away.
The local clays have produced two famous
Potteries, Poole and Purbeck. The 90 years
old green painted Drawbridge is in direct
contrast to the brand new state of the art, Twin
Sails Bridge in Holes Bay and this is the first
of its kind in the world.
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The headquarters of the RNLI is also in Poole,
a magnificent building with Sam Holland’s
stunning statue of a man being rescued from the sea standing in the front of it.
Finally, Poole provides an excellent selection of seafood restaurants catering
to all sorts of cuisine, including French, Thai and Italian.
I hope this convinces you that Poole is not just for AGMs, but for anytime
Annabelle Cotton.

________________________

Cruising the High Coast of Sweden
an uplifting experience ?

Aland

Day after day we progressed westwards from Helsinki along the Finnish
coast, low-lying and forested. Once across the Sea of Bothnia via the Aland
islands it was more of the same as Jocalia, our HR 36, headed northwards,
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now in Swedish waters. The monotony of the coastal landscape was
occasionally broken by the industrial plant of the paper and pulp mills. For
the short Baltic nights, we plotted our way into peaceful, sheltered harbours,
attractive but unseen from offshore. Then in early July the surprise came;
the horizon changed unexpectedly. Uplands and deep valleys emerged and
excitement mounted on board. We were approaching the famed High Coast
(Hoga Kusten). We put in to Harnosand to replenish our stocks and buy a
good rucksack in the excellent sports and leisure shop. With its fine
cathedral, the smallest in Sweden, Harnosand is a picture postcard city
today, but in the 18th century it was burned to the ground on no less than
three occasions. Many houses are still constructed of timber.
At this stage of the cruise our planning had focussed on reaching Lulea in
the NW corner of the Gulf of Bothnia. With its associated archipelago, so
different from the islands around Stockholm, we would be in a position to
reach the Arctic Circle by road, adding greatly to our adventure. A Swedish
crew we met assured us there was not much point in going so far north. Had
we been to the the High Coast? It was much closer. Somehow we had
completely overlooked it. The distances we were now considering in round
figures looked a bit daunting.
• Helsinki - Aland. 200 miles. Outward passage
• Aland - Harnosand. 250 miles
• Harnosand - Ovik. 80 miles. High Coast
• Ornskoldsvik - Lulea. 200 miles.Destination
• Lulea - Stockholm. 500 miles. Return passage
A UNESCO World Heritage Site.
The science bit is important to understanding the High Coast. The vertical
movements of sea levels (eustasy) and land levels (isostasy) have played
crucial parts in the evolution of coastal landscapes in maritime Europe. In
the UK we are familiar with the drowned landscapes like the ria coastline
in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. They are associated with rising sea
levels. On the other hand, coastal areas in the Baltic are generally becoming
shallower. The Swedish High Coast has undergone exceptional land uplift.
During the last Ice Age, the region was covered by a great depth of ice, some
3000m thick. This had the effect of depressing the earth’s crust until the ice
retreated some 9,600 years ago. Subsequently the land has slowly risen with
the release from the great weight of the ice cap. Since then isostatic uplift
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has raised the area by some 295m. It is still rising some 8mm per annum. In
2000, the High Coast was listed by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site in
recognition of its unique landscape and post-glacial history.
Exploring the High Coast
We came to the small historic town of Ratan to find out more about the High
Coast. With Jocalia lying snugly against the wooden jetty our attention at
first was diverted by an elk swimming ashore from the
adjacent island. Back on shore we noticed a curious
yellow building which turned out to be the original
mareograph used for measuring sea level changes. It
was here in the 1740s that two scientists, Celsius
(1701-1744) and Linnaeus (1707-1778) first recorded
changes in the level of the sea. Strange to think of these
two distinguished scientists scrambling over the rocks
chiselling sea-level marks in the rocks. But here they
etched their proof of isostasy.
To fully appreciate the High Coast it is necessary
to get ashore and start climbing. Before we could
do that we were gale bound for three days in
Bonhamn, but this gave us time to take a short ferry
ride to the island of
Hogbonden which has on its
summit the highest lighthouse
in Sweden. Here, well above
sea level was also a complete beach with large rounded
pebbles typical of a seashore, not a cliff top.
Two days later we sailed to Mjalton, notable as
Sweden’s highest island at 236m and for its
magnificent nature harbour in a forest-girt lagoon.
Moored bows in to the jetty we soon began to enjoy
a major facet of Scandinavian cruising; a communal
barbecue on shore and a chance to meet other
cruisers including two CA friends from the Riga
Rally event the previous June. We planned an ascent
up a steep path to the top of the island. We came
across large sea-caves and further raised beaches.
At the summit we looked out into the mist towards the offshore islands of
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North and South Ulvon, the largest islands off the High Coast. These islands
are the gem of the High Coast. Ulvohamn was once a centre off the herring
industry, but all that is left to see in the colourful village are decorative fish
nets and hooks and a few salting and smoke houses
where herrings are still cured. Surstromming or
fermented herring is a speciality of the area. It is
banned on some airlines because it is considered
explosive! It is normally served on tunnbrod
(flatbread) and probably tastes nicer than its aroma
suggests. It is an acquired taste.
Ornskoldsvik (Ovik) is the major town and sea
port in the north. On approach we had a majestic
view of the ski jump that rises above the skyline
of town. With Jocalia secure in the tiny marina,
we set out for a long climb but fortunately came
across the cable
car to the top. With no snow or dry skiing
we lingered to take in the panoramic views
of the northern end of the High Coast. In
doing so we missed the last car down so we
had an enjoyable walk back to the boat.
Conclusion
The High Coast is a wonderful cruising destination but it is not on a
frequented cruising route. Given the distances involved it may not be for the
faint-hearted or those on tight schedules. Very few yachts find their way this
far north as it lies over 300 miles from the flesh pots of Stockholm. But
inaccessibility is also an advantage in that the
High Coast is not crowded in the short summer
season (June - August). Natural harbours and
sheltered anchorages abound and provisions
are widely available. It is a great place for
outdoor pursuits like trekking and kayaking,
and for sailors there are the almost fresh and
tideless, waters of the Gulf of Bothnia.
You can reach Harnosand and Ovik by motorway (E4) train and plane. For
general information, we used the Rough Guide to Sweden; there is no
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published pilot book in English. Charts are essential and we used C-Maps
without any problems throughout the Baltic. Overall, this was a cruise to
remember. When our service batteries failed as we arrived back in the
Stockholm archipelago, we felt our own batteries were pretty low too. It was
something of a relief when Jocalia was lifted ashore in Loftahammar in late
August for the winter. Adventurous cruising is not always a rest cure but
very rewarding!
Andrew and Shena Reed
Kuttriken (HR94) formerly owner of Skyler (N331)
____________________________

Sailing in Egypt
My love of nearly all things Egyptian stems from childhood trips through
the Suez Canal (the quickest route from Australia to the UK in the 40’s, 50’s,
and 60’s)
As a child, the highlights of these long voyages
were always the ports; Said and Suez, at either end
of the canal. The minute the ship tied up, small
“Bum Boats” would come alongside. They sold
colourful leather goods, but the Egyptian sellers
were never allowed on
board, so goods and money
had to be hauled up and
down by basket and ropes!
Luckily for us the “Gully
Gully” man was allowed on board. We sat around his
”Magic carpet” and he performed spectacular tricks
with baby chickens, flags and sometimes even snakes
in woven baskets.
But best of all were the sights of the Lateen rigged boats of the Nile;
Feluccas and Dahabiyas. These ancient boats having changed very little in
hundreds of years! Feluccas were traditionally the work horses of the Nile;
mainly fishing, transporting goods and people. Nowadays they are also
used as Day Boats for tourists. They have mostly one-sometimes two sails.
Dahabiyas are large shallow bottomed barge shaped boats and have
traditionally two sails-one at each end of the boat. When the winds failed
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the unfortunate crewmen had to row or even tow these huge vessels!
Dahabiyas were usually hired in Cairo and could sail as far as the border with
Sudan at Wadi Haifa. Wealthy Victorians in the 19th century with their
passion for all things Egyptian, travelled up and down the Nile entertaining
their friends in the extremely luxurious staterooms and salons of the
Dahabiyas.
The Lateen sail rig has been used for many
thousands of years, pictures of them exist in
paintings on the walls of Egyptian Tombs.
The sail consists of a triangular sail
stretched from a long yard and attached at its middle
to a short mast, angled, extending far over and
above the mast. It runs in a fore- and-aft direction,
with its free corner secured near the stern and set on
the leeward side of the mast it giving it freedom to
tack. The wind can be taken on either side thus
enabling the ship to tack into the wind. This sail was much used in the
Mediterranean and on Arab Dhows. The word Lateen is thought to come
from the word Latin. It exists on many of today’s yachts in the modified form
of our Mizzen.
I have a charming picture in my mind of a Nauticat sailing down the Nile
with high Lateen sails fore and aft, and a Gully Gully man on board to
entertain us - perhaps we could forgo the snakes!!
Annabelle Cotton
______________________________
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Final Voyage of Ruthenic
The human mind is a strange phenomenon; on one hand we can hardly
remember the routine tasks that have been undertaken in the recent past, yet
in writing this narrative I can clearly remember the events that occurred
over 50 years ago.
Following completion of the five years training programme as a marine
engineer, I made the decision to leave the sea as a career, & continue my
academic studies. As a result, I enrolled on a 3 years Higher National
sandwich course in Mechanical Engineering. Shaw Savill agreed to
employ me as a sea going junior engineer during my 6 monthly vocational
training periods away from Hendon College. The first 2 years of these
vocational breaks were spent on voyages to Australia on “C” class
freighters.
Athenic
In March 1966, having just
completed my second year at
Hendon, I made contact with Shaw
Savill regarding employment
during my forth coming vocational
break.
They
immediately
responded by requesting me to join
the Athenic, which had recently docked after a voyage to New Zealand. The
following evening, I joined the vessel as a relief frig. engineer. Part way
through my first 12 hour watch I was informed me that John Highway the
Superintendent Engineer wished to see me in the dock office, the following
morning.
The meeting was to inform me that I was
Durango
to be promoted to 5th engineer, & be
assigned to the Durango; a vessel Shaw
Savill were about to acquire from Royal
Mail Line. The hand over was scheduled
for the following day in Avonmouth
Docks. So armed with a rail warrant, I
returned home to seek out the details of
the Durango. To my consternation I discovered the ship was one of 4 reefer
freighters hurriedly thrown together in 1943/44 by Harland & Wolff
shipyard as a result of the staggering allied shipping losses during 1942!
These merchant shipping losses were considered to be so serious that the
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UK was in grave risk of being starved into submission from these shipping
losses.
Durango & her 3 sister vessels of 9,850 GRT were specifically constructed
to transport Argentinian chilled beef from the River Plate to the UK. As far
as the records show, they continued on this route for the next 22 years.
When I turned in that evening, it dawned on me, that the recent promotion
to 5th engineer came with a “sting in its tail”, but after all my salary had
increased by £12 per month. Maybe life wasn’t so bad after all!
The following morning I arrived at Paddington Station in time for the 10.15
departure to Bristol. As it happened this was the return working of the first
business train of the day to the capital, & I was surprised to find the
restaurant car still open, so I took advantage of this fact to enjoy a breakfast
on wheels!
As we sped west along Brunel’s Great
Western main line, constructed in the
1830’s. I observed the total lack of any
steam trains, until we reached Swindon.
Just beyond the station were a row of
condemned steam loco’s awaiting to be
cut up for scrap. Amongst these was one
of the express Castle Class engines with
the number 5043 crudely painted on its
rusting cab side. The same loco, named
“Earl of Mount Edgcumbe” is shown in a
somewhat better state, following a
work’s general overhaul, some 2 years earlier than the previous picture.
Arriving at Avonmouth Docks, via a branch train from Bristol, I went to the
Harbour Masters office to enquire the location of the Durango. My question
was ignored and I was the handed an envelope, which contained a cursory
note from the local agent stating that the vessel had been delayed in
Liverpool due to engine problems! Also included was a local taxi voucher
plus a hotel reservation for the Grand Hotel Bristol.
While I was checking in at the hotel someone whispered in my ear “ Hello,
you pomi b*****d!” On turning round, there stood Harry Sharman, the
brash Australian 2nd engineer I sailed with on the Cedric during voyage 21.
I responded to his greeting by asking him “ lost your ball & Chain?” and we
both laughed.
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Harry was around 15 years older than myself, but we always got along well
together. I considered him as a sort of mentor during my early years at sea.
We chatted briefly together and discovered that we were both to join the
Durango during its transfer to Shaw Savill. I mentioned to Harry that John
Highway had promoted me to 5th engineer, the previous day; to which he
predictably replied “the company must have been desperate!” he then
proposed that I should buy him a “beer or two” to celebrate this promotion.
I tossed my case on the bed & returned down to join Harry at the bar. That
afternoon we had a lot of catching up to do after not seeing each other for
a couple of years. Harry was particularly interested in my experiences on
voyages 3 & 4 of the Northern Star as he had spent most of his sea going
time on steam ships. I discussed with him the loss of vacuum issues, plus
the Port boiler burst superheater problems. Regarding the latter he stated
“marine boilers are like females: if you mistreat them, they’ll make your
life a misery !”
I also mentioned to Harry that I met an Australian girl, returning home on
Voyage 3. He congratulated me on my good taste in befriending an
“Australian Sheila”
We missed dinner that evening & having drunk far too many pints, we
retired to bed when they closed the bar, but not before discussing our
apprehension of having to join a 22 years old, war built vessel with engine
problems! Later that evening I had my “Mr Bean” moment when I
inadvertently locked myself out of my room when mistaking the room door
for that of the bathroom!
Durango
Next morning we shared a taxi to join
the Durango, which had already berthed
& was about to enter dry dock in
preparation for the hull survey, which
lasted about 24 hours. During this time,
I was given the task of measuring the tail
shaft wear downs when the staging was erected by the dry dock gang.
The vessel had the traditional lignum vitae water lubricated staves; the port
side shaft had a wear down of 5/16th inch & stbd. shaft 3/8th inch. When I
presented this information to the chief, he just grunted: no doubt he had
more pressing issues on his mind, such as failure of the stbd. main engine
to start!
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The following afternoon I spent in the engine room,
which gave me the impression that much of the
machinery was in a rundown state. She had two 6
cylinder double acting opposed piston 2 stroke main
engines constructed by Harland & Wolff which, due to
their design complexity were difficult to maintain. Each
cylinder had 3 pistons, the upper & lower exhaust
pistons, plus the “power” piston sandwiched between
the smaller bore exhaust pistons. The principle issue was
the maintenance of the lower exhaust piston.
For the auxiliary power, there were 4 antique designed,
2 stroke British Polar diesels, built under licence from
the Swedish company Nohab.
The following morning, with the hull survey now completed, Durango
moved to an adjacent berth, in order that the engine starting problems could
be rectified. The Chief arranged with the old man to undertake engine trials,
prior to the official handover of the vessel to Shaw Savill. It was normal
practice to double up on the mooring lines during engine trials. Also, it’s
normal practice for the engine room to temporarily take control of the ship’s
telegraph. The engine trails usually undertaken at “dead slow” speed (about
22 rpm) in order to not over tension the mooring lines.
While the Port main engine had no difficulty in starting, the stbd. engine
failed to start due to inadequate compression. This issue was resolved by
increasing the jacket water temperature by 10 degrees C.
At midday, with the official transfer to
Ruthenic
Shaw Savill, now complete, the
renamed Ruthenic, freshly painted in
Shaw Savill’s livery, sailed out of
Avonmouth Dock, bound for London.
A measure of the poor state of the main & auxiliary engine was indicated
by the volumes of black exhaust smoke issuing out of the funnel.
Shortly prior to departure we were given our sailing orders, to load in
London for New Zealand, with two discharge ports at Auckland &
Wellington before loading a full cargo of chilled lamb in the South Island
at Timaru & Invercargill.
After heading out into the Bristol Channel & sailing in a South Westerly
direction we dropped the pilot off on the North Devon coast before rounding
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Land’s End. As we entered the English Channel, we picked up the Channel
Pilot at Brixham who took the vessel to Southend, where he was exchanged
for what was known as the “Mud” pilot responsible for taking us up the
Thames & into The Royal Albert Dock.
During the 7 days we loaded cargo
destined for New Zealand, I noticed
about a dozen Ford Zephyr cars being
loaded into the tween decks. At this time
these cars were used as city taxis
throughout N.Z. Additionally, we
carried several New Holland agricultural
tractors.
Also, during our time in London I sent an aerogram to my “Aussie Sheila”
saying that I wouldn’t be sailing to Australia, this voyage. Just before our
departure, however I received a reply saying that she would come over to
N.Z to visit me!
As we departed down the Thames It was with some degree of trepidation
amongst the engineers as to how we would manage to sail this “old bucket”,
half way round the world & back! However, we managed to spend the next
12 days ploughing the 4800 NM across the Atlantic without experiencing
any further problems; that was until we entered the Caribbean Sea, close to
the Dominican Republic.
On the 8 to 12 watch one morning, the port side aft generator stator field
windings suffered major damage, resulting from an electrical short circuit.
The resultant “pyrotechnics” were dramatic to say the least, not to mention
the risk of consequential fire damage in the engine room! This incident
knocked out, at an instant, 25% of our electrical generating capacity!
The accident was immediately reported to Shaw Savill with the request they
endeavour to procure relevant spares, which should then be air freighted
over, in time for the vessel’s arrival in NZ.
Also the ship was obliged to notify the
Panama Canal authorities about this
defect.
At our arrival at the Eastern entrance to
the Canal we were met by an American
style tug boat who would escort us
through the 51 miles length of the canal,
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connecting the Atlantic side on the
East to the Pacific side on the West.
Strictly speaking the Panama Canal
is not a canal, throughout its total
length, but, in part, a massive
artificial lake created by damning of
several of the surrounding rivers. The
Gatun Lake is notionally 26 meters
above sea level, which is reached by
the Gatun locks at its Eastern end &
the Miraflores Locks at its Pacific
0cean end. Transiting vessels are
pulled through the various locks by
rail
“Mules,”
self-propelled
mounted tractors. Typical transit
time to pass through the Canal is 810 hours at a cost of about £3000 for
an
average
sized
vessel.
Additionally, Ruthenic had to pay
for the charter of the escorting tug
boat. This financial claim would be
processed by Lloyds underwriters.
Following our canal transit, we took
on bunkers at Balboa in preparation
for the long plod across the Pacific
Ocean to Auckland, a distance of 6950 NM. This part of the voyage would
take us about 21 days, subject to no breakdowns on route!
Throughout this long voyage, the engineers had constant concerns as to
when the next breakdown would occur on this time expired vessel. The
situation wasn’t exactly helped by the poor quality of the cooking on board.
In fact, the only positive thing that could be said about this voyage was the
engineers’ accommodation. The vessel was built to carry 12 passengers,
but since the ship had discontinued to carry passengers, the engineers had
taken over their cabins on the boat deck.
A week before our arrival in Auckland a relayed message was received
from the company saying that they had located the parts necessary to
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rebuild the damaged stator, & these would be airfreighted to Auckland, in
time for our arrival. This was clearly good news, which would enable the
vessel to restore its generator capacity to normal.
However, when we docked in Auckland we discovered that the local marine
engineering works had a strike on their hands, which meant the ship’s crew
would need to undertake the necessary work. The coming Sunday was
selected for this task as the stevedores had this day off.
We needed the dockside crane to swing the various electrical components
aboard which weighed 1.6 tons in total. As a sweetener to the crane driver
for Sunday working, the old man “liberated” a case of whisky from the
ship’s bond. The work was
successfully completed in around 12
hours, by the ship’s engineers,
assisted by the bosun & a couple of
AB’s.
The following day I went to meet
“Sheila” off her flight from Sydney
which was scheduled to arrive at 19.45. Unfortunately, the Lockheed
Electra aircraft had to return to Sydney 30 minutes into the flight, due to a
technical problem: Sheila finally arrived at 50mins past midnight! The
following afternoon we saw the recently released film “Flight of the
Pheonix” depicting a plane crash in the Sahara Desert. I thought at the time
this was not an appropriate story following Sheila’s recent experience with
aircraft!
Having discharged part of the cargo during the past few days, we sailed
from Auckland for the short voyage of 470 NM down to Wellington to
offload the remaining cargo.
Now this being, essentially a nautical narrative, I won’t dwell on the fact
that something of importance to myself occurred during the 4 days spent in
Auckland with Sheila: we become engaged! I kept this fact quiet, fearing
the crew would have subjected me to an excessive amount of ribbing!
During the short passage to Wellington, we experienced a further
potentially serious mechanical failure, when attempting to start the stbd. aft
auxiliary diesel generator. During the starting procedure the diesel speed
governor failed, causing the engine to excessively over speed. The resultant
damage was considerable, with one of the pistons fracturing around the
gudgeon pin & smashing through the cylinder head. So there we were,
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again, with only 3 out of the 4 diesel generators!
When we docked in Wellington the local Lloyds surveyor inspected the
damage & indicated we contact the local port marine engineering works in
an attempt to repair the damage. Yet another financial claim for the Lloyd’s
underwriters to digest!
Sheila travelled overland to meet up with me in Wellington in order that we
could celebrate our engagement over dinner. I duly arranged to meet up
with my wife to be, in the cocktail bar of the Waterloo Hotel, which at this
time was a fairly smart establishment. Over a pre -dinner
glass of bubbly I noticed that Sheila was behaving in a
somewhat awkward manner, when she announced that
her mother was flying over from Sydney to meet us!
Now, you may have realised that “mother in laws to be”
have an alternative mode of travel as compared to those
lesser mortals amongst us: broom stick! Having cancelled dinner, we
immediately grabbed a taxi to the airport. At least her on time arrival
compared favourably with that of Lockheed Electra aircraft!
The first word that Shiela’s mother said to me was “In my day we didn’t
associate with ship’s engineers, as they had dirt under their finger nails!”
The following two days became sheer torture! “Did I have any life
insurance, what was my religion, what school did I attend,” the
interrogation went on & on. Then, all of a sudden, she was gone: climbed
back on her broom stick & flew off into the Sunset. I thought at the time,
at least living half way round the world she wouldn’t be visiting us every
weekend, but on the other hand, if they subsequently developed long haul
broom sticks; it would be a different matter!
I managed to wangle some time off during the following few day, during
Sheila’s visit. Before her departure back to Sydney we decided to arrange
our marriage for June 1967, following the completion of my Higher
National course at Hendon.
When I returned to Ruthenic, second engineer Harry Sharman gave me the
news that the Lloyds underwriters had notified the company that they had
withdrawn insurance cover for the Ruthenic to carry perishable cargoes, in
view of the precarious state of the vessel’s power generating machinery!
This was potentially serious news and meant that we could no longer pick
up the scheduled chilled lamb cargo from the South Island! In addition to
which Shaw Savill could be in breach of contract with the New Zealand
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Meat Board! Fortunately, the Iberic was just completing the discharge of
chilled lamb in Avonmouth Docks so was able to undertake a rapid turn
round & return to Timaru in ballast, in order to pick up the Ruthenic’s
chilled lamb cargo. This voyage was covered in 25 days at an average speed
of 19 knots.
What then was to become of Ruthenic, stranded 11,000 miles from home
& without a booked return cargo to UK? During this time the shore gang
had done a brilliant repair job on the damaged diesel generator, by utilising
the on board spare piston & connecting rod. However, it was necessary for
them to manufacture new cylinder head tie bolts. The Lloyd’s Surveyor
signed off the repair, following a test run, under load, of the diesel engine.
Some days later, the old man received a new voyage plan from the
company. This entailed the vessel undertaking a “rounder”. We would
continue on a westerly direction to Albany (Western Australia) then
proceed across the Indian Ocean to Port Elizabeth & Cape Town, before
heading for home via the west coast of Africa. This would involve us sailing
a further combined distance of about 12,000 nautical miles!
After we slipped our moorings at Waterloo Wharf, Wellington, we headed
for the Cook Strait, which divides the two main islands of N.Z. We’d heard
that one of the AB’s had been admitted to Wellington General Hospital for
investigation following an undisclosed illness. However, during the
following day we received the news he had been diagnosed with
meningitis: a highly infectious condition which could have quite possibly
spread to other members of the crew. This particular AB would have been
classed as “DBS” (Distressed British Seaman) & as such, would have
returned home on the first available home bound British merchant vessel,
following his discharge from hospital.
Resulting from this meningitis case, the maritime health authorities
required all the crew to be checked, just in case anyone had contacted the
condition. After crossing the Tasman sea, we headed for the inside passage
of Bass Strait, in order to rendezvous with the pilot boat carrying 2 doctors
in Port Phillip Bay (Victoria). Following the examination of all the crew,
we were on our way again heading west crossing the Great Australian Bight
towards our first port of call, Albany (Western Australia).
The crossing from Port Phillip Bay to Albany, a distance of 1800 NM, took
5 days sailing. This charming country town of Albany is famous for being
the first place in Western Australia where white settlers officialy landed &
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subsequently settled, on Christmas
day in 1826. 45 pioneers had sailed
across from Botany Bay (Sydney) in
the 148 ton brig Amity in order to
claim the region for Britain. Earlier,
concerns had been expressed by
Britain that Holland might claim this
part of Australia and thus claim it as
Dutch settlement! Early maps of around 1750, depicted Australia as being
subdivided vertically with the western side named “New Holland” & the
Eastern side “New South Wales.”
Today Albany is a major exporter of wheat, most of which is destined for
the far east, principally China. Formally, this small town was home to many
of the southern hemisphere whaling fleets. Regarding cargo, I don’t recall
us loading much at all, apart from a few bales of wool, destined for Hull.
After our 2 days stopover in the sheltered harbour of Albany we followed
the coast around, in a clockwise direction, until passing Cape Leeuwin
lighthouse where we took a South Westerly course to Port Elizabeth, a
distance of 9,300 NM. However due to the fact that merchant vessels do not
normally venture below 40 degrees south, to avoid the rough weather
associated with the “roaring forties”, we sailed considerably more than this
great circle distance; thus also avoiding the ice fields of Antarctica.
In plotting the course across the Indian Ocean the 2nd Mate would have
firstly tracked around the great circle, until intersecting with 40 degrees
latitude. This course was followed until we again intersected with the great
circle which led the ship to Port Elizabeth. This sector of our voyage finally
terminated when we docked, early one Sunday morning in late August
1966.
Waratah
The region where the Indian Ocean
comes in contact with the roaring
forties off the Eastern side of Africa is
a particularly dangerous area of sea &
many vessels, have over the years,
come to grief arising from the giant
waves that can infrequently occur. One such vessel was the 9330 GRT
Waratah. This Blue Anchor Line passenger ship was lost in 1909 with all
211 passengers & crew. No trace of the vessel was ever found. One theory
Amity
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was that she broached when a giant wave came from astern, causing the
vessel to capsize, but there is no positive proof of this.
After the lengthy voyage, across the Indian Ocean, I was keen to stretch my
legs ashore, particularly as I hadn’t visited this city before. Also I was
interested to explore the Avontuur Railway, which happens to be the longest
2ft narrow gauge line in the world, having
an overall length of 177 miles. This
Railway was constructed at the turn of the
19th century to connect the isolated
farming communities of the Eastern Cape.
The railway also had a novel design of
articulated steam loco’s known as the NGG 16 class, which enabled them
to negotiate the tight corners, prevalent throughout this line.
Regrettably the line was closed during 2011 for economic reasons, however
6 of the NGG 16 class engines have now been acquired by the Welsh
Highland Railway, operating out of Porthmadog, just in case you happen to
be in the area at any time!
We sailed towards our last port of call, Cape Town, the following Tuesday
after loading a very modest cargo of canned fruit, destined for the UK. I was
surprised that Shaw Savill was able to attract any business at all in this region
of the world, which was traditionally “Union Castle” territory!
At the last minute, upon our arrival in Cape Town the local
agent was able to secure a sizeable cargo of canned fruits &
further non perishable food stuffs for our return voyage
home. While waiting for this cargo to arrive we heard the
shocking news that the South African President, Hendrik
Verwoerd had been assassinated while speaking in the Cape
Town Parliament. Clearly this was major news during the
rest of our time in port!
During the final voyage home, a distance of 5000 NM we experienced
further technical problems, this time with the stbd. main engine. We had
observed that the lube oil return temperatures had started to progressively
increase since our departure from Cape Town. The engineers debated as to
the possible reasons for this increase, which was probably caused by water
contamination of the lube oil. For safety reasons the chief engineer
reluctantly decided, following consultation with the old man, to shut down
the stbd. engine until we established the cause.
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The deck dept. estimated that our speed dropped down to 6 knots, due to the
“crabbing” effect of the rudder correction required to hold our course. It
took us a further 4 days until the 3rd engineer discovered the reason for the
problem, which was a fractured elbow joint causing a major leakage of the
jacket cooling water into the engine lube oil. Having undertaken a speedy
repair, we were then on our way again with two main engines.
We had been notified by the chief that he would be bringing the old man
down to the engine room. Clearly something was afoot? This was the one
& only time I had ever seen a ship’s captain in an engine room! Shortly
following the engine room visit, all overtime for the deck & engine room
crew was halted!
I thought at the time, maybe this was the beginning of the end for Ruthenic!
We finally docked in London, following a laborious plod up the west coast
of Africa, which took us 17 days. When I signed off & collected my hard
earned money from the chief steward I had one last word with Harry
Sharman, when he jokingly asked me “how many razor blades will they get
out of this old tub?” to which I replied,” I don’t really care: I’ll continue
using Gillette blades anyway!”
When I walked down the gangway, I had a final glance at the
Shaw Savill house flag, flying from the main mast. Then I
said a mental farewell to my sailing career & returned home,
where a registered letter of appreciation was waiting for me. Enclosed was
a payment for £14.00! (Page 24)
A couple of weeks later, I commenced my final 6 monthly stint at Hendon
College, which enabled me to gain a Higher National qualification in
mechanical engineering in April 1967.
What happened to Ruthenic? Well, following the signing off by the deep
sea crew, she was taken up to Hull, by a relief crew, to discharge the wool
loaded in Albany. There she laid, until being sold to a Taiwanese
shipbreaker. She was removed from the official register of British Merchant
Vessels in February 1967.
As for myself, I married my “Sheila” at All Saints Church, Milford-On-Sea
on 15th June 1967. At our marriage, I emerged from the ceremony with the
identical name I entered with, but my wife, on the other hand, had morphed
from an “Aussie Sheila” into Mrs Annabelle Cotton!
My mother in law, by the way, was also in attendance at this ceremony:
presumably by then, “long haul” broom sticks had been created!
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Rod Cotton
Deadline for next issue - 1st August 2019
Copy can be sent by e-mail to:
robidonoghue@aol.com
or to:
44 Hill Avenue, Hazlemere,
Bucks HP15 7JU.
Photographs, including digital, very welcome.
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The Sandbanks AGM
Living 500 ft. up in the Chilterns in Buckinghamshire we woke on the Friday
morning of the AGM weekend with a good 4 inches of snow around us, don’t
panic I told Lyn, I’m sure all will be alright when we get out onto the main
roads. They never salt or grit our little road even though it is ‘Hill Avenue’.
We decide to wait for the rush hour to finish so left at 11 am taking the M40,
M25, M3 & M27 to Poole, a roundabout route but in worked well and got
us to Sandbanks in two and a half hours where there was no snow.
Check in was quick and efficient but they had allocated us rooms on the third
floor which I had specifically asked them not to as it is a walk and stairs from
where the lift ends on the second. I was glad I was the first of our party to
arrive as they quickly started to shuffle the rooms moving our attendees
down to the first two floors and putting a masonic lodge on the third – nearer
to God.
Because we are ‘Regulars’ at Sandbanks the staff recognized us and were
all very welcoming. Lunch in the bar then a siesta – a lot of stress being the
organiser – then 17 of us met up for dinner in the main restaurant.
Saturday dawned a beautiful day, clear sky and sunshine. The Committee
had a little preliminary meeting before lunch and then to the AGM in the
Wessex Suite. Nothing contentious at the AGM in fact it was all good with
our new Technical Secretary, Piers Colville, joining the committee with
other established members taking over from Alan Warrell who will stay on
the committee taking over from John Claisse as secretary; John will
continue as eNews Editor. Rod Cotton will take over from me organising the
AGM and Theresa Warrell, although not a Committee Member, will
continue from the back benches organising the Laying up Lunch.
Our speaker this year was Bob Comlay who, in his youth, had crewed for
Bill Tilman on trips to Greenland. He had some extraordinary stories with
wonderful photographs.
In the evening we all met in the bar for pre-dinner cocktails before taking
our seats in the Compass Suite for a performance by the Poole Sea scouts
brass band. Dinner served we were then entertained by Maurice Owens
followed by the singing of the newly composed, by Maurice, Nauticat song
accompanied on an accordion by our chairman Douglas Addison.
Another very successful AGM at this superb hotel. This is the fifth year at
Sandbanks and the general consensus is that it is a great venue with
relatively easy access. One couple, the Low’s regularly fly down from
Glasgow to attend, Southampton airport being only a short distance away.
We have booked in again for next year so put the dates in your diary:
February 1st 2020. Robin O'Donoghue - Editor
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AGM Pictures

There is even a Nauticat model for the
children on the beach
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Lazycat of Poole Cruise to Greece
In the fall of 2013, my wife Beatrice and I started looking for a new boat

which would be our home 6 months a year when we retired, hopefully early
2015. We had sold a few years ago a beautiful classic boat, all wood and
varnish (!), but this time it would have to be be simple to maintain and
definitely a ketch, and provide good comfort at sea and port. Nauticat
seemed an obvious choice, we did not want it too big either.
We were lucky, helped by an efficient and friendly
broker, to find a Nauticat 38 in Ipswich, built in
2009 and with only 200 engine hours. The decision
was quickly made, and end of November, we were
the happy owners of Lazycat of Poole.
In April 2014, we sailed her back to the Gulf of
Morbihan in France (quite an interesting
experience with all the sand banks along the coast
of south-east England), where we live, and got
ready for our big cruise.
We left on the 1st of June 2015 from Le Crouesty, directly to Gijon, on the
north coast of Spain. The crossing of the bay of biscay went fine, although
you never get much sleep on those trips. Suddenly you are in Spain, and it’s
already another world. There is noise, music, a brighter sun, and you start
meeting boats like yours from all over Europe, going south towards
Gibraltar. We met in Gijon a french boat, Milaresol, which we would meet
again and again throughout the following years and would become our best
friends, along with 2 other boats, Norwegian and Irish.
The north coast of spain is very beautiful;
steep mountains all along the shores, and
many safe and beautiful harbors and
anchorages, to name a few: Gijon,
Ribadeo, Viveiro, the Ria of Cedeira, La
Corugna. It’s all day sailing, never over 40
miles. Marinas are cheap, friendly, and
there’s good wine, cider and food
everywhere. As we will do in other parts,
the Imray guides are very accurate and helpful. This region of Spain is also
famous for its houses with small window panes.
Gijon
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We got stuck a bit in La Coruna, as there was a Force 6/7 blowing
consistently for a week, and we did not want to sail along the “Costa da
Morte” in bad sea conditions.The city is worth a visit as well as the famous
Tower of Hercules. Finally we managed to
Nuestra Senora de la Barca
sneak to the beautiful little port and marina
of Muxia, where there is fantastic fish to be
had, and where one should absolutely walk
to the church Nuestra Senora de la Barca at
the end of a very rocky promontory.
The Northwest coast of Spain is famous for its Rias (deep gulfs) and we
stopped in several places such as Camarinas, Muros, Noia, Portosin,
Baiona. Passing in front of the Cape Fistera is also very impressive, it really
seems like the end of the world. We could have stayed weeks more, but we
were in a hurry to move south.
Along the west coast of spain and portugal, the winds blow mainly from the
north (they are called the portuguese trade winds), mostly force 4 to 5 in the
summer, waves around 2 meters high, so it’s usually a nice and easy ride
downwind. We arrived in Viano do Castelo on June 25th. Arriving in
Portugal is always a treat. People are so nice, peaceful, life is cheap, and the
country, along the seaside and inside is beautiful. It’s also where the boats
you’ll encounter are those going for long trips, whether to the Med or further
south to Madeira, the Canarias and later the Caribbeans. It’s a very friendly
atmosphere, you meet a lot of nice people sharing the same lifestyle as
yours, and you know you will meet many again, somewhere, sometime.
The Portuguese coast doesn't offer so
many ports and even fewer anchorages, so
the usual daily sail is around 50 miles along
infinite white sandy beaches. We
particularly enjoyed stopping in Porto,
visiting the old town and port wine houses
and filling up the cellar with many bottles
of Quinta do Noval. Onwards to Nazarē, a
surfer paradise with huge winter waves
over 20 meters and Péniche, the main
fishing harbor of Portugal. We did not stop
in Lisboa which we had extensively visited
years ago . We have a particular feeling for
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Porto

Old Town

Sines

Sines, further south, which is a typical
white/blue/ajulejos little town with a small
marina. We'll recommend the restaurant
by the old train station, where we
celebrated our wedding anniversary early
July!

Passing Cape St Vincent at the southwest end of Portugal is quite an
experience: as you get closer, the wind gets stronger and and it is at an
impressive speed that we veered east. But the big surprise was suddenly
switching from a cool wind blowing over the sea to a very warm wind still
coming from the north but having passed on overheated lands from the early
summer sun. And suddenly it felt like we were really in the mood of this
southbound cruise. After an 80 miles, sail leaving Sines at 5am, we arrived
at Lagos, the first town of the Algarve. It's a big village in a way, with a rich
history, nice architecture and still far away from the tourist resorts further
east on the Algarve. It has also a very good marina and probably the best
shipyard in the whole of Spain and Portugal, with a great shipchandler.
The local culinary specialty is called Cataplana ( a stew of pork, fish and
shells in a cognac and tomato sauce ( why do French people always have
bring back everything to food?).
On the way to Gibraltar, there are several
Lagoon of Faro
stopovers, but outside of the lagoon of
Faro and Cadix, none are really
interesting and it’s mainly marinas and
no anchorages. But Cadix is a
fascinating city, old buildings, narrow
streets, a bit of europe and africa well
Noss on Dart the Resident Seal
worth spending a few days. We had
Cadiz
mixed feelings when we passed Cape
Trafalgar, a few miles before Gibraltar, a
french couple on and UK flagged boat!
You’ll be interested to know that ever
since the battle of Trafalgar, French navy
officers have to wear a black tie for their
formal uniform in memory of the defeat.
As you get close to Gibraltar, it’s very exciting to see the coast of Africa, with
looks rather steep, but you also have to be very careful and not get distracted ,
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with the continual flow of cargos going in and out of the Straits.
Arriving in Gibraltar, we decided to stay on
the spanish side, at La Linea, where the
marina is less crowded than those
downtown. It’s really amusing to walk your
way to Gibraltar, as you have to cross the
airfield on foot, of course when no plane is
landing! One will then usually go to the top of the Rock to see the monkeys,
visit the military tunnels, and end the day with a good pint of beer in one of
the many pubs where you meet many cruising nationalities.
After relaxing for a couple of days, we
continued to move east to officially enter
the Med. The first sight around the rock
was quite unusual and unexpected, as
suddenly appears a huge Mosque
dominating the lighthouse at Europa
Point! It’s was built in 1997 and financed
by Saudi Arabia.
Arriving in the Med is a new story. The wind calms down, the water is really
blue, and very quickly, there is almost no tide. And you have to get the trick
for med moorings, which is a bit less simple than the usual finger pontoon.
Going north on the Spanish coast is not very exciting. Few good
anchorages, ugly resorts, but also miles and miles of greenhouses which
paint all the hills white and make everything dull. Along the coast of
Andalucia, temperatures are well over 40°C during the day, and sometimes
at night also. We were aiming to reach Calpe as fast as possible to then cross
to the Balearic Islands, but were so amazed by the incredible bay of
Cartagena, its historical forts and buildings, a nice marina where many
boats winter with a big liveaboard community that we stayed there a few
days.
On the 4th of August, we arrived in Formentera, the first of the Balearic
Islands. We had heard about its incredible beaches and anchorages and that
it was more protected from mass tourism than others. Apparently, we were
not the only ones to be informed, as we found over 300 boats at anchor,
ourselves being in the 3rd row from the beach. The Balearic are islands you
may want to avoid in the heart of summer! Nevertheless, we spent 2 weeks
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visiting all the islands, and it is true, if you can get there early, that there are
wonderful bays and anchorages in many places. A good thing, as finding a
mooring in a marina to refill is difficult and expensive. Our favorite place,
all in all was the port of Mahon, in Menorca, impressive walls, forts and a
lovely old city.
At the end of August, after waiting 3 days for a strong storm to pass, we
departed for Alghero, in Sardegna, where we were to meet with our daughter
for a week cruise together. Alghero is a pleasant town, famous for its old
walls where people like to have a romantic stroll in the evening. It is also
typical of any Italian port, where mooring fees have to be discussed over and
over to come to a reasonable price!
From Alghero to Olbia on the east coast,
is probably the most beautiful sailing area
in Sardegna. We went to the National
Park of Asinara, a very protected island
with hardly anyone, even in August.
Clear and warm water and absolute calm.
From there to Olbia, you then sail to very well known “jet-set” places such
as La Maddalena, Porto Cervo, Porto Rotondo, etc. Usually, you will see
anchored in front of these resorts the largest private yachts in the world. I
remember a bay close to Porto Cervo where were anchored 5 yachts over
100 m long, belonging to well known Arab and Russian owners.
For us also, it was very easy to find good anchorages along the coast which
is absolutely gorgeous, not to mention some incredible houses you barely
see through the trees. That kept us luckily away from the local marinas as
I remember we were even quoted 200 euros a night at Porto Rotondo!
Early September, we moved to Bonifacio,
Corsica, to visit very dear cruising friends
with whom we had crossed the Atlantic on
our respective boats in 1984/85. As we did,
they had also 2 children on board, which
brought us together even more. We have
known Bonifacio for over 40 years, and
passing through the long and narrow
entrance under the cliffs and old city is
always exiting. That has not changed, but the
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Beatrice painting

town yes, which has become very commercial and crowded, even in
September, and one should also expect loud cries throughout the night from
exotic beverages amateurs.
Porto Axxuro

In the meantime, we had finally decided that we
were going to winter Lazycat in Gaeta, a small town
between Rome and Naples. So the plan was now to
go to Elba, and from there to cruise south along the
coast of Italy.

Elba was a nice stop, we decided to stay in the small
and lovely port of Porto Azzuro rather than Porto
Ferraio, the Capital, which we visited by bus. Elba
is a beautiful island covered by pines and
eucalyptus trees. It is also famous for having hosted
Napoleon during his first exile in 1814 where he was deemed a very good
governor! Visiting his home is one of the
major attraction of the island .
There are only a few miles to cross from
Elba to the Toscan coast of Italy. From
there down to Porto Ercole further south is
a stretch of maybe 60 miles which is for
us the nicest area of this coast(painting).
Nettuno
It’s quiet, very green and the water has
often a tropical color(photo).
Further south, as you move towards Rome
has absolutely no interest. No anchorages,
only soulless marinas, ugly seafronts and
commercial harbours. A few boats take the
opportunity of one of these stops to
discover Rome, otherwise it’s better to
move south quickly where the coast get
Gaeta
nicer after a while.
I will mention the thrill of passing in front
of Cape Circeo, yes, it’s the Circeo who changed Ulysses crew into pigs, and
who supposedly lived close to this Cape. As our final destination was
Greece, we felt we had started finally to get into the spirit. At the end of
September, we finally arrived in Gaeta. Its a beautiful little town ( photo)
which should not be missed, full of charm and history. The marina and yard
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are family run, they'll go to pains to make your stay enjoyable, will give you
all the hints on sightseeing and restaurants. We were happy to winter
Lazycat there, and it was easy to catch a train to Rome and then fly home.
And so ended the first leg of our trip which saw us cover nearly 2,300 miles,
and which would take us the following spring to Greece.
Beatrice & Eric Aliamus
Lazycat of Poole

Stories of Nautilia
Over the years we’ve made a few changes to ‘Nautilia’ - nothing grandiose,
but we’ve added stern davits - to hang the inflatable dinghy on - and added
an AIS receiver circuit - so that we can see what’s coming and going out of
Dover and other ports as we approach - and I’ve cut a hole in the engineroom bulkhead to make it SO very much easier to swap or tighten fan belts
and the Jabsco raw water impeller.
Setting up davits on the after deck seemed quite simple: just get a massive
hole-boring bit, and bore through the after deck so that the base of each davit
would slot in!
But first it was necessary to find out where the deck supports lay, so that I
didn’t bore through the support beams themselves, but only through the
deck. The very first job was, of course, to unscrew the ‘head-lining’ ..the
vinyl-ish wipe-clean finish on the ceiling. The screws which hold up the
head-lining really gave away where the support beams are ..as that’s what
they’re screwed into! CAUTION if you’re going to try this yourself: it’s
much easier to REMOVE the sections of
head-lining than to put them back, because
they just pull out once unscrewed, but
THEY have to be carefully bent and very
carefully slotted-in to try and get them back
into their original places afterwards!
Once the head-lining was removed, it was
just a matter of careful measuring - above,
on deck, and below at the aft cabin ceiling under the deck - to ensure that
where I wanted to drill through on deck would NOT co-incide with beams,
pelmets, curtain track or anything else INSIDE the boat.
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I drilled, and drilled, and drilled ..and went through
several different layers of material to get right
through to the interior: there’s plywood with teak
deck laid on it, then there’s foam insulation, and the
depth from deck to inner head-lining turned out to
be many more inches than I’d expected!
When the holes were drilled, and the base of the
davits “offered up” ..aaaarrggh! ..I’d forgotten that
the after deck is curved so that water drains off, and
so just inserting the davits meant that they were
leaning outwards instead of standing vertical!
Steve Parish, the Ramsgate boat-builder and
general man-to-turn-to for boat repair knowledge,
immediately had the solution: “I’ll make you a pair
of cambered pads to fit under the davits .. hardwood
pads which will follow the curvature of the deck, so
that the davits will then stand upright”. And so he
did. Beautiful work!
Steve had also had made for us a pair of stainless
steel midships cleats, as I found it was really
awkward to moor up on pontoon fingers with only for’ard and stern cleats,
and nothing in between to hold the boat alongside. These shiny midships
cleats are now absolutely indispensable for mooring up: they allow the boat
to be comfortably held on a pontoon while getting bow and stern lines
attached.

The next job was AIS - ‘Automatic Identification of, or for, Ships’. This uses
a little ready-made circuit - a ‘black box’, if you like - which picks up the
sporadic VHF signals automatically transmitted by ships ..or all vessels over
300 tons.. which describe the ship’s name, course, speed, position, size and
radio call-sign.
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Cross-channel ferries rush into and out of Dover - going in and out of Calais
just a little more slowly - and I thought it’d be handy to see what’s whizzing
up and down the Channel, too, while we’re chugging slowly across ..making
it easier to assess when to start our crossing of the traffic lanes, so that we
can weave between the faster - 21 knots! - commercial shipping.
I settled on a ‘NASA’brand very simple AIS
receiving box, I didn’t
want to transmit our speed
and position, as I thought
that would just clutter up
everyone else’s display. Who’d want
all those yachts in the Solent ..which
you can see with the basic maritime
eyeball anyway.. cluttering your own
chart plotter’s display? ..I certainly
wouldn’t! I was going to fit the AIS
box between our venerable GPS - which was
already on ‘Nautilia’ when we bought her in 2004
- and the (also venerable) Apple laptop (a ‘Pismo’
PowerBook from the year 2000) which I’d fitted as
an electronic chart plotter. But that meant juggling
‘baud rates’ ..the rates at which data gets transmitted from the GPS, then into
and out of that extra AIS unit, and is then delivered to the laptop at the correct
rate for our Mac-based ‘GPSNavX’ program to accept and display it all.
After several hours’ fiddling I managed to get everything ‘talking to’
everything else, and our laptop now shows not just our position on its 12”
display, but also the position, speed, course and call-sign of every large
vessel in the surrounding 30 miles or so. Brilliant .. and so cheap to set up!
Finally; that chunk I was going to cut out of the engine-room bulkhead.
Why? Because the last time I changed the rubber raw water impeller I had
to squat down beside the engine, reach UNDER the engine, and twist my left
wrist to unscrew - without being able to see what I was doing - the grub
screws which hold on the plate at the front of the little belt-driven pump.
While I was doing that, there was a very loud ‘Bang!’ ..and I thought that
maybe some tool had dropped onto the engine ..it seemed to sound loud and
metallic. And then I had rather an ache in my wrist.
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I’d managed to change the impeller, but my left wrist was ache-y for several
months, on and off, and then I didn’t think any more about it. Till I woke up
a few years later and found that my little finger was drooping and I couldn’t
hold it straight. I finally went to a wrist doctor, who thought that I’d bust a
tendon, and spent a while massaging it to find out, and then sent me to an
ultrasound specialist - who also spent a while massaging it to find out - and
nearly a week later the next finger started drooping: I’d bust the two tendons
to my little finger, and at least one of the two to my ring finger ..it seemed
that they were all going to fall like dominoes.
The report from a further wrist doctor was that he could re-attach the
tendons, but he’d have to take a tendon from my index finger, and attach the
other fingers to that, so that I could actually use them again! Six months later,
when my arm no longer looked like a trussed-up joint of scorched beef, and
all the swelling had subsided, I thought I’d cut through from the saloon to
make an easy-to-reach inspection and repair hole for the next time that the
impeller needed changing.
Ah! ..But what if that would ruin the integrity of the (possibly water-tight?)
bulkhead between the saloon and engine-room?
A quick glance down in the engine compartment - and memories of soap
suds flowing in there from the for’ard shower - showed me that there are
limber holes between the saloon and engine box, and so that’s NOT a watertight bulkhead ..but it is a remarkably solid and multi-layered bulkhead, so
I found! After careful measuring, again, I found a spot to cut through from
the saloon, beneath the seat, and bought a very small but powerful miniangle-grinder to make the cut ..thinking silly me! - that the bulkhead would just be
wood ..maybe three-quarter-inch ply. Nope:
it’s several layers of ply, steel mesh, soundabsorbing fibreglass wool, more steel mesh
and more wood, just like the floorboards
over the engine itself! These Nauticats are
really solidly built (..as I found in 2005 when
I cut a hole in the bottom to fit a forward-looking sonar for our trip up the
Thames to Maidenhead, sans masts ..the hull is layer after layer of about
three-quarters-of-an-inch thick woven glass fibre, and not just weak
chopped-strand glass mat)!
I eventually ground my way through the various layers of reinforcing and
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soundproofing, leaving me with a little square ‘bung’ to put back in the hole
when I’d finished reaching through to tighten or change the drive belts,
adjust the alternator or unscrew the water pump to replace its impeller. But
how to make that bung stick back in its hole?
That’s where Steve Parish, the-man-to-know, offered to add some broad
timber beading around the bung to hold it firmly in place when I’m not
leaning through and fiddling with the alternator’s bolts and so on.
It’s a perfect fit, and it’s just as soundproof as before.
So now we travel with our dinghy held aloft in davits, we can see which
vessels are preparing to leave Calais, or Dover, or Newhaven, or
Zeebrugge, or are rushing in to moor there, and I can re-tension the
alternator belts and replace the raw water impeller without busting any
more tendons!
Oh, and we can moor up easily and speedily with our gleaming stainless
midships cleats.
All those jobs took a while to do, but they’ve all been well worth the effort!
Silke Ziehl and David Babsky “Nautilia”.
___________________________

A Canal du Midi adventure
I’ve been trying to work up a story about our five weeks on the Canal du
Midi but it was a bit of a disaster so not much funny to say. Here are a few
pix anyway. Avoiding collisions with clueless tourists became a way of life
with the realisation that the N 33 is quite fragile when out of its environment.

Demasting at Gruissan

Nice stop for coffee and fresh bread
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Seven locks in a row at Fonserranes

Waiting for the tide

Rainy day at Carcassone with
blown cooling bend

Escape to the sea

Note to the Editor
Sorry Robin, that’s all. Still traumatised by learner boat drivers out of
control in locks - considering therapy.
Short version ......avoid if not on transit or hire a ‘Bumper Boat ‘.
In fact ‘Anna’ is under offer at the moment; we are getting older, not
using it enough, too much time on maintenance ...... all the usual
reasons.
Unlikely we will make it to Sandbanks but feel free to edit the above and
use the pix.
Ned
Theo and Ned Coakley
Anna
______________________________
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Going Dutch
Aristokatti’s voyage to Holland June 2018
At the 2018 AGM Douglas Addison and others inspired us with the
attractions of Holland. Our ‘best laid plan’ was to spend a week sailing to
Holland, 2 weeks in the Dutch inland waterways and a week getting
back ..........!
First a few preparations for first timers:
♣ Inland waterways certificate of competence (ICC). We studied the
CEVNI books and competed for correct answers before sitting the
online exam.
♣ Making front and rear name plates
♣ Avoiding fines by Belgian customs for having red diesel; the
Belgian embassy provided us with an email stating it was no
longer their policy and anyway the Belgians were totally laid back
and charming.
♣ Make a blue flag for ‘starboarding’
♣ Studying how to behave in locks designed for ships – the trick is to
get a stern line on asap as the wind always seems to follow you in!
♣ Preparing for unfamiliar Dutch box moorings – we studied
Youtube and books and took a folding ladder so we could exit
from the back of the boat if necessary but as alongside berths were
always available the ladder just got in the way!
Outbound itinerary Southsea/Eastbourne/Dover/Dunquerque/
Ostend/Vlissingen.
The weather was fine for the start with a light E/NE breeze so we motored
with our crew Sarah whilst trying to learn a bit of Dutch from a library CD.
Passing the new, obviously well located, Rampton wind farm the wind
picked up to over 20 knots and a bouncy chop developed. The chop did not
reduce as the tide turned and with 10 miles to go we were slamming in to
waves and having to reduce speed, sometimes only making 2-3 knots over
the ground. Beachy Head to Eastbourne seemed to take forever and the
unfamiliar approach to the Eastbourne’s Sovereign marina in gusty winds
was littered with pot buoys. We finally made it through the lock and tied up,
after a less than classic manoeuvre into our berth, at 6.30pm.
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Eastbourne: The following day’s forecast was up to 30 knots and no boats
stirred from their comfortable berths. Eastbourne’s Sovereign marina is not
charming, located in an out of town shopping mall with surrounding blocks
of flats. We did meet a Dutch couple returning from an English cruise who
joined us for tea to tell us about the waterways and where to buy the
excellent Waterkaaten charts.
The following day was still windy but several boats left. One returned pale
with shock after venturing out into the sea. Another had to return as he had
omitted to replace the dipstick in his engine and spent the rest of the day
cleaning up the mess!
Dover: After a 2 day delay we eventually set sail for Dover, along with our
Dutch friends in their Contessa. The E/NE wind was still blowing quite
hard, a result of high pressure over Scotland and Scandinavia, and which
prevented us enjoying the heat-wave like the rest of the UK! Dover harbour
and marina is undergoing redevelopment and should be a great place to visit
when complete. For now, as the pontoons rise with the tide, the view of
marine encrusted walls gradually gives way to a surrounding busy
container lorry park complete with fuel stations.
Dunkirk: The sail across the Dover Strait was slightly anxious with ferries
and other traffic but an otherwise glorious sunny day and fresh wind
enabling a reefed main to be raised. Dunkirk was the only opportunity to use
our school French to converse with the locals. We were greeted with great
enthusiasm and friendliness by the marina staff on arrival, running the
several hundred metres from the office to outer pontoon.
Ostend: The voyage through the shifting sandbanks from Dunkirk to
Ostend in murky low cloud exposed the limitations of our out of date chartplotter C-Map card (bought off Ebay) with several near misses due to
channel buoys being in ‘the wrong place’. With the E/NE wind still over 20
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knots we opted for the city centre Mercator marina, entered via a lock,
expecting a more restful stay. Our berthing instructions were lowered on a
line and we were urged not to pull too hard lest we topple the bearer into the
lock. We dined on Moules et frites which the restaurant owner assured us
were the first of the new season – either way all agreed they were as good
as any we had tasted before.
Vlissingen (Flushing): The following day started with quieter winds and by
the time we were passing Zeebrugge the sun appeared. Fortunately we had
pre-booked at the busy Michiel de Ruyterhaven, and on arrival found other
boat owners lazily sunbathing the rest of their Sunday away. The
Jachtmeister’s office consisted of a bar stool, a laptop and a phone at the end
of the marina brasserie bar, from where he had to run to operate the entrance
lock for approaching boats. We eventually returned to the Westerschelde
for a short voyage to the Veersteiger sea lock.
Inland waterways: A
Dutch couple on another
boat had told us about the
‘blue
wave’
up
to
Middleburg on the Kanal
Door Walcheren whereby
starting at an appointed
time the 5 bridges open in
sequence as the convoy
arrives. The first bridge is a
short distance from the Veersteiger sea lock and that lock was where we first
learnt by hard experience the necessity of getting a stern line on early to
mitigate the onrushing water and inevitable following wind – we ended up
with crew complaints about widely spaced cleats and the bow name plate
getting clattered!
Middleburg: Is a justifiably popular town to visit with attractive historic
buildings and eateries. The WV Arne Binnenhaven, accessed via a lifting
bridge, offers both box and alongside berths and we unadventurously opted
for the latter.
There was a knock on the boat and we found an English couple standing
alongside demanding to know if we had any books to swap – they were very
homesick having been away for over a year! Another English boat told us
about the new marina they had visited at Cadzand.
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From Middleburg our returning crew Sarah was able to get a train to
Amsterdam and then a £22 overnight bus ticket to London, a bargain even
if a bit ‘red eye’.
Exploratory cycle rides were made to the pretty town of Veere to look at the
lock into the Veerse Meer. We were also to buy the excellent ANWB
Waterkaaten chart for Zeeland
Kortgene: After 3 nights in
Middleburg we set off into
the
Veerse
Meer,
reminiscent of the Lake
District but without hills.
Hot, sunny and windless we
glided over shimmering
water the 10 km to Kortgene
Aristokatti alongside
marina, opposite the longer
Binnenhaven in Middleburg
established Wolphaartsdijk.
There we enjoyed an al fresco late lunch at the marina bar, marvelled at the
sumptuous shower facilities and later tasted schadenfreud with our German
neighbours at the outcome of the England/Germany World Cup fixture.
We had intended to sail on to Goes the following day but 25 knot winds
pepped up again so we took a bus instead. Standing in the queue for the
return bus to Kortgene everyone was vocal in their disapproval as our bus
appeared, stopped briefly in stand A behind other buses and then drove off,
not stopping at stand D as required and with a 2 hour wait for the next one!
The following day a cycle excursion was made to ‘recce’ our next lock, the
Zanderkreeksluis from Verse Meer into the Oosterscheld – an easy ride out
with a following wind but hard work on the way back. All looked fairly
straightforward provided there was not a strong following wind on
approach....
Oosterschelde: We were blown rapidly to the Zanderkreeksluis the
following day so had to circle round on arrival waiting for a green light to
show at the appointed time. Once the gates opened we shot in with the
following wind, got a starboard stern line on quite efficiently so we were on
the side close to lock master’s office. Unfortunately (or was it on purpose)
they had chosen to cut the grass that day, and as we lay at the bottom of the
lock the mower passed right up to the edge a couple of metres above,
showering us with grass clippings and soil!
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The impressive 6km long Zeelandbrug busy road bridge lay between us and
Zerikzee with clearance of over 15m at certain tides. As our headroom had
been measured at 15m we opted for the opening bridge at the north end
leading to long road tailbacks whilst the bridge opens for a solitary yacht.
Zerikzee: Zerikzee was our favourite stop – a cobbled street fishing town
with the harbour surrounded by bars and restaurants. The harbour master,
viewing our grass covered boat, asked if we had been gardening. The
morning after our shore power electrics failed. The harbour master and a
nearby chandler suggested a marine electronics company on an industrial
estate a 20 minute cycle ride away. Amazingly the friendly owner was at a
loose end that afternoon and attended the boat to discover the mains/inverter
switch had burnt out due to poor connections. He was able to bypass the
switch and temporarily remove it so we could at least be on shore power –
we did not begrudge his 80 euro bill.
Roompotsluis: We were disappointed not to be extending our tour into the
Dutch inland waterways but having lost so many days due to weather we
were conscious of imminent commitments at home. We had a 6.00am grey
start from Zerikzee to catch the tide towards the Roompotsluis. Calling up
the lock master we were asked which sea did we want, meaning (for the
avoidance of doubt) were we entering from the Oosterschelde or the North
Sea? Seeing the forbidding grey North Sea beyond it was tempting to reply
‘the Mediterranean please’!
Cadzand: Once out into the North Sea again the sun came out and we were
able to sail under a steady breeze. The up to date Waterkaaten charts were
invaluable as we negotiated the buoyed shifting sands towards Cadzand
marina, itself so new that it had only a cursory mention in 2018 Reeds and
the only arrival instructions being on their website.
The wind was getting alarmingly strong as we scanned
the coastline for the marina entrance and we had to
retrace steps several times before entering a calm
interior where the outside seemed a world away. Soon
after a succession of yachts and RIBS departed the
marina taking thrill seeking visitors for white knuckle
rides on the open sea.We were looking forward to some
fun swimming off the beach in the big waves but had
second thoughts when we saw the jelly fish at low tide!
Ostend: Our return visit to Ostend we spent boxed in to
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a corner of the outer Royal North
Sea YC marina, a very jolly and
friendly place. As it was our
wedding anniversary we didn’t
worry too much about how we
would get out in the morning and
went to enjoy a fruit de mer in the
superb Apero Fish Palace.
Dunkirk and home: Following
the Chenal Intermediare off Gravelines en route to
our Straits crossing waypoint, a French naval
patrol boat circled us with an officer pointing to an
approaching warship and making a pushing
motion for us to get out of the middle of the
channel – or was it a Brexit induced gesture of
exasperation? More excitement lay ahead
including a thrilling, Brighton bound lurch around Beach Head from
Eastbourne when seat belts should have been worn!
Our ‘best laid plans’ had not quite worked out but we had experienced
Holland and a small part of their inland waterways and we can only hope for
better weather next time.
Geoff and Jacqui Williams
___________________________

A Very Nautical Scam!
A few days ago my auto helm control head failed. As the Cetrek company
ceased to trade several years ago, I was somewhat concerned regarding the
availability of spares. I therefore contacted a local marine electronics
specialist in order to advise me how to proceed. He agreed to undertake a site
visit on Polarbear the following day in order to assess the situation at first
hand.
The following day the electronics specialist called me to advise that he had
a solution to my problem, this being to replace the defective component with
a Garmin Reactor 40 control head & the associated interface items which
would be linked up to the existing hydraulic steering mechanism. This
would also make it possible to link into the existing Garmin chart plotter.
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Terrific I thought! We then agreed he would email me a quote to undertake
the necessary work in line with his proposal. When the quote arrived the
following day, I requested him to proceed. The cost of the component parts
was £1,601 plus the labour charge of £540, payable on completion.
So far so good! The pro forma invoice for £1,601, including the bank
payment details, arrived the next day, & as the work was due to commence
in a few days time, I immediately undertook a BACS transfer to cover this
pro forma invoice.
2 days later, I received an additional
reminder in the form of a further copy of
the invoice. I then rang my contact to
inform him that the £1,601 had already
been transferred to his TSB account, to
which he replied “but I bank with
HSBC!” I immediately contacted the
fraud department of my bank who
informed me they would contact TSB
in an endeavour to recover my
payment!
It became apparent that someone had
hacked into our communications &
intercepted the earlier invoice,
changing the bank sort code & account
no. prior to forwarding it onto myself.
Clearly there is a lesson to be learned
here, but at the moment I do not know
precisely what! We’re constantly told
to frequently change our password & do not click on any link that may give
the fraudsters access to our PC! But as they say “curiosity killed the cat”
I don’t believe I’ll ever see the £ 1,601 again, do you? QED!
Rod Cotton

__________________________
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General Secretaries Ramblings
At the AGM held in February this year, I formally stood down as Technical
Secretary and Piers Covill took over the technical Mantel, also John Claisse
stood down as General Secretary, but retained the job of e-news editor and
I was elected into the role of General Secretary.
I see the role of General Secretary as being that of ensuring the Association
runs to the benefit of its members and to plug any gaps in achieving that aim,
over the next few months I will see how the role unfolds.
Having written a technical article for the Cat-a-Log for the recent years, I
thought some form of general article about things in the Association and in
the wider boating field may be of interest, so this is my first General
Secretaries Ramblings.
Web Site
At the AGM it was announced that we would be looking to enhance our web
site, to provide a better data resource, which will be searchable, also to make
some of the functions easy to use. This is now under way and a new web site
will be developed over the next few months, leaving the existing one
running until we are ready to switch over. As this develops we will keep you
posted via e-news.
Scottish Members
The number of members in the Scotland has increased, so we will be
investigating if there is enough interest to get some social and cruising
activities underway in the area.
Benefits for Members
A range of ideas have been collected to see how best we can use the
Associations funds to provide better benefits to the members, the initial
focus will be on using funds to get the new web site up and running, once
that has been achieved we can review some of the other ideas.
Cruising Log Competition
John Claisse has sponsored a competition for this year for the best cruising
log, which will be judged at next year’s AGM, so we look forward to your
contributions.
Carbon Monoxide Alarms
As of 1st April 2019 craft on inland waterways, rivers, canals and the Broads
must be fitted with a carbon monoxide alarm, I am sure this will be expanded
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to all craft eventual as it makes sense to fit one.
Flare Disposal
Since the MOD contract for flare disposal ended in 2009, it has become
harder to dispose of out of date flares, the few Coastguard establishments
that still take them will end in 2020, so the RYA is reviewing again the
whole subject of flares and is the carrying of them an outdated method of
raising an alarm taking into account the range of other means we now have.
Red Diesel
The debates continue following the EU Directive October 2018, the Irish
Government has band Green Diesel as of 2020.
Lobster Pots
In Scotland the maritime Authority has banned illegal lobster pot markers,
no milk bottles etc effective Spring 2019.
Hope you all enjoy a good season sailing.
Alan Warrell
General Secretary
__________________________

Cat-a-Log
At the AGM this year there was a discussion of reducing the Association
magazine, Cat-a-Log, to twice a year mostly because of the lack of copy.
The decision was to retain it as is at thrice yearly but with the idea of
encouraging the membership to contribute. So the plan is I will email the
world-wide membership a month before the copy date as a reminder that
articles, photos, cruises, technical improvement, recipes; anything
pertaining to our association’s collective interest is sent to me for inclusion
in the next or future magazines – no harm in having a stock pile of stories
and photos.
Thank you all for the great copy for this edition
Robin O'Donoghue - Editor
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Letters
Member based in Madeira - invitation to contact
"Sadly we never get to your gatherings as we are
based in Madeira, but should any member sail by,
they are more than welcome to make contact”.
Frances Zino
Tel: +351 291 763292; Mob: +351 919900134
______________________________
Dear John (Claisse)
I have enjoyed being a member of the Nautical Association from the
days before we even built Tenar. She was commissioned on the Hamble
in July 2002. Up to July 2017 I managed to sail 13,000 miles in her - all
trouble free!
Due to increasing problems with my mobility - and a rapid deterioration
in the movement and strength of my arms - I had to decide to part with
Tenar. She was sold from Hamble Pont Marina in August 2018, and
promptly sailed by her new owner to the Clyde where she is actively
sailing through the winter.
In the time I owner Tenar there was only one calendar month in almost
15 years when I didn’t sail. Quite a record, not least along the East
Coast. A great testimony to Nautical’s build quality.
I have enjoyed being a member of the Association, and am grateful to
you and others for ensuring that owners have a lively and purposeful
‘club’ to further the aims of Nauticat sailors. In addition I have enjoyed
helping with the East Coast Meets, which were always good fun.
The time has come to lay down my membership. I wanted to send my
best wishes and thanks to you and your officer colleagues for
continually working to provide a good service to we sailors, not least
those away on the East Coast.
With warm regards and best wishes for the future.
Rod Usher
Tenar is now owned by Mike and Monica Storry who live in Glasgow.
I have given them details of the Association and hope they will become
members. There are apparently having great fun with Tenar in her new
home…...
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Rod
Thank you so much for your kind words. Rod Cotton,
who put a lot of effort into helping the East Coast,
will especially appreciate them.
Sorry you had to give up Tenar due to failing
strength. I had to do the same with my 1973 NA33
ZARZUELA. She too went to a good home as a
liveaboard. Another testimony to their durability.
John Crump will follow up the new owners of Tenar to
sign them on as Members.
Best wishes
John

_____________________________

Nauticat AGM 2019 - Sandbanks Weekend
As always, we thoroughly enjoyed the Nauticat Association weekend
gathering at Sandbanks Hotel, starting with a relaxed meal and chance to
meet up with old friends on Friday evening in the main restaurant.
We woke to a bright and beautiful Saturday morning, which gave a
perfect opportunity for a beach walk and breath of sea air before the
AGM in the afternoon. It was great to see so many attending, including
some new faces. The business part of the meeting was short and sweet,
followed by an interesting and rather poignant talk about the sailing and
climbing exploits of “Skipper Bill Tillman”.
It’s always inspiring to hear the young members of the Poole Sea Cadet
Band, who performed for us before we enjoyed a delicious meal in the
Compass Room. The weekend was rounded off in style by Maurice
leading us all in his newly released “Nauticat Song” and entertaining us
with a few jokes in his own inimitable style.
Thank you to everyone who contributed to making this such an
enjoyable gathering, especially Robin who, as well as ensuring we are all
well accommodated, fed and watered, works quietly in the background
all weekend to ensure that everyone has a great time.
We’re already looking forward to returning to Sandbanks Hotel for the
2020 AGM!
Theresa and Alan Warrell
Blue Horizon
_____________________________
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Classified
Nauticat 33 Mk II (1985 S/N 943)
“Albatross” is the sailing version with deep keel, skeg hung rudder and
taller mast. Rigged as a cutter, not only does she sail beautifully, but with
the prop in “clear” water she is particularly responsive under power,
stopping, turning on a sixpence and even steering astern! I have found no
need for a thruster. She will sail and motor(1,600rpm) at 7 knots.
Imported from the freshwater
Great Lakes of the USA in
2005 by us (VAT paid), almost
all the equipment has been
upgraded and increased since
then. We achieved our aim of a
safe go anywhere boat, that
could operate independently
of shore power and offer great
comfort with reliability. New
equipment includes, NorthStar
autopilot with flux gate compass and RPI, Garmin colour plotter, Foruno
radar, Easy Navtex, Fridgomatic fridge with ice, 4KW/4 outlet
Eberspacher, 3 burner oven with grill and oven, electric anchor winch, gas
water heater, 6 batteries, 600W generator, 2 Sterling smart chargers,
Sterling smart regulator, powerfull Panasonic stereo with DAB, fully
battened main, beautiful multi-coloured cruising shute with snuffler,
dinghy, outboard, etc. etc.
Of particular note are the new S/S chain plates, bolted/glassed to the main
bulkhead/hull to prevent the common problem of the lifting of the shroud
deck attachment points. Also, a S/S wire between the heel of the keel and
the skeg, to prevent picking up crab pots.
We are devastated to be loosing the finest boat we have owned in over 60
years of sailing, but age has crept up on us.
Lying, already to go in Sutton Harbour Marina, in vibrant Barbican area of
central Plymouth. (paid until 04/19) Perfect for Devon and Cornwall. More
details and photos upon request.
Price £75,000
Contact:- Mike Barrett 01579 364007 barrett750@btinternet.com
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Classified
Nauticat 35 - Carpe Diem

Contact: Ian Houston - ianhouston41@outlook.com
Tel: 01478 72000 Mob: 07933 524 982
_____________________________________

Disclaimer
Neither the Organisers of any event, nor the Nauticat Association
shall be held liable for any loss, damage or personal injury,
howsoever caused, arising from or in connection with any event.
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Future Events
South Coast Rally
14th June, 2019
Yarmouth

Laying Up Lunch
nd

Saturday 2 November, 2019 - 12.30 for 1pm
The Boathouse Hotel, Hythe Marina
29 Shamrock Way, Hythe Marina, Southampton SO45 6DY
12.30 for 1pm
Limited accommodation is available at The Boathouse Hotel
Please book this directly (Quoting Nauticat Association for 10% discount)

Picture Gallery

A Beatrice Aliamus painting of Porto Azzro, Ile de Elba

